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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

PayPal is the latest tech giant to join the censorship game, shutting down its services for a

variety of nonpro"t organizations that are working to stop injection mandates.

This increasingly orchestrated attack has targeted the National Vaccine Information Center

(NVIC), the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), Organic Consumer’s Association

(OCA) and many others — and should send a chill down the spine of anyone who values the

freedom upon which the U.S. was founded.

Powerful forces are at play, and Big Tech is among them, working to suppress, discredit and

silence certain science, speech and viewpoints. “No longer is there any doubt,” investigative

journalist Sharyl Attkisson reported, “that vaccine industry interests and other corporate and

political interests are pulling the strings so that Big Tech moves to squash scienti"c views,

studies, scientists, and opinions that are contrary to the narrative.”

NVIC Triumphs Despite PayPal’s Attack

December 21, 2021, after business hours, PayPal noti"ed NVIC that it would no longer process

donations from their supporters — effective immediately. “In essence,” NVIC wrote in a news

release, “PayPal wants to control your choices and tell you which nonpro"t charities you may and

may not support. Pay Pal’s sudden and unexplained action against our donors comes in the

middle of our annual end-of-year fundraising campaign.”

PayPal’s attack against them is the culmination of Big Tech’s attempts to silence the nonpro"t.

After NVIC held its Fifth International Public Conference on Vaccination — Protecting Health &

Autonomy in the 21st Century — in October 2020, they were increasingly targeted by mainstream

media and a “political operative in the U.K.” During 2021, they were eliminated from Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter and YouTube — yet their resolve to share the truth hasn’t wavered.

The same is true following PayPal’s announcement that they had cancelled NVIC’s account. It

didn’t stop NVIC — the nonpro"t simply secured a new secure platform for donations. They

announced December 24, 2021:

“Just as we pivoted in early 2021 to establish our presence on new social media

platforms, NVIC has quickly established a secure alternative to PayPal for processing

your credit card donations … NVIC is being heavily censored because we have spoken the

truth about vaccination, health and autonomy for 40 years.

While big tech and the forced vaccination lobby put out a steady supply of authoritarian

propaganda promoting fear and hatred of those who engage in rational thinking, NVIC

will continue to defend the legal right to make voluntary choices about vaccination

without being punished for the choice made as we move forward with our mission to

prevent vaccine injuries and deaths through public education and defend the informed

consent ethic.”

The press following PayPal’s cancellation worked against the tech giant, as it prompted NVIC

supporters to help in response. As Attkisson explained:

“The National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) is one of the many fact-based advocacy

groups that has suffered under the heavy hand of censorship from Big Tech acting on

behalf of pharmaceutical/government/corporate interests. But victory can be found in a

strategy that turns the censorship on its head.

If Americans can use censorship as a cue or guide to seek more information about that

topic, person, or study, they defeat the intent of the censors.

After NVIC was dumped from PayPal so that donations from supporters could not be

processed during a crucial fundraising campaign, the nonproQt announced it had

established a presence on an alternative fundraising platform. And the American people

responded. NVIC has announced receiving substantial donations and support on the new

platform, in part due to the attention the PayPal censorship gave to the issue.”

PayPal Claims Violations of ‘Acceptable Use’ Policies

In October 2021, self-proclaimed “media watchdog” group Media Matters accused PayPal and

GoFundMe of “hosting crowdfunding campaigns for organizations that spread harmful COVID-19

misinformation.”

Some of the organizations mentioned in the article include the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care

Alliance (FLCCC), America’s Frontline Doctors and Children’s Health Defense, which have been

speaking out about early COVID-19 treatments and red aags about censorship since the

beginning of the pandemic.

De"ning them as “groups known for spreading medical misinformation,” the article, which itself is

spreading misinformation, then calls out PayPal’s policies that do not allow users to “provide

false, inaccurate or misleading information,” among others.

In short, people and organizations are being censored, deplatformed and banned from social

media and payment processing platforms for the crime of spreading “misinformation,” the

meaning of which can change from day to day and from platform to platform.

In July 2021, Reuters also reported that PayPal planned to research transactions that fund hate

groups, anti-government organizations and extremists. It’s unclear, however, how they de"ne

these terms or the groups that fall under them.

It’s a modern-day witch hunt, whereby the U.S. Department of Homeland Security even lists

promulgating “false narratives” around COVID-19 as a top national security threat, which

basically puts a “domestic terrorist” target on the backs of those of us who have been identi"ed

as the most proli"c “superspreaders” of COVID-19 misinformation, whatever that

“misinformation” happens to be.

In the case of OCA, which was also suddenly dropped by PayPal, it was said that they violated the

company’s “acceptable use” policies. In a message to their subscribers and donors, OCA put it

bluntly: “We are under attack.” They continued:

“Last week PayPal, our credit card processor for hundreds of thousands of dollars in

donations, (and recurring donations) cut off all of our accounts (OCA, Regeneration

International, and Citizens Regeneration Lobby) with no notice, claiming that we were

violators of PayPal’s “acceptable use” policies.

This outrageous attack on OCA’s fundraising is similar to the intimidation and censorship

carried out by other Silicon Valley giants such as Facebook, who have threatened to cut

off OCA and Millions Against Monsanto from our two million social media followers,

unless we stop talking about the origins, nature, virulence, prevention, and treatment of

COVID-19.

Subsequently we have been forced to put out two different versions of our weekly

newsletter, Organic Bytes, one uncensored for our subscribers, one censored for

distribution on social media. Needless to say OCA will not back down from our

investigative reporting, our denunciations of corporate and government corruption and

crime, and our truth-telling regarding genetic engineering and COVID-19.

We are exploring litigation against PayPal with lawyers and allied organizations who

support free speech and truth-telling.”

Like NVIC, OCA wasn’t deterred by PayPal’s act of censorship; they simply switched to another

credit card processor to continue on with their mission, despite the ongoing attempts at

government intimidation and Big Tech censorship.

The PayPal MaHa

Many may not be aware of the close ties between PayPal’s early employees, who came to be

known as the “PayPal Ma"a,” and big names in the tech industry today. As reported by Insider,

“The payments company — launched as Con"nity in 1998 by Peter Thiel, Max Levchin, and Luke

Nosek — grew to become a Silicon Valley giant.

It was acquired by eBay in 2002 for $1.5 billion in a deal that altered Silicon Valley history and

helped spawn the careers of some of tech's most famous names.”  This includes:

Palantir — This data analytics software company was founded by Thiel in 2003; the idea

came from his experiences with credit card fraud at PayPal.

Ajrm — This company allows people shopping online to pay for products over time using an

instant line of credit. It was founded in 2013 by Max Levchin, one of PayPal’s cofounders.

YouTube — YouTube founders Steve Chen and Chad Hurley worked at PayPal during its early

days.

SpaceX — Elon Musk’s banking company X.com merged with Thiel’s company Con"nity to

become PayPal in 2001. Not only is Musk a former PayPal CEO, but he made $165 million

when PayPal sold, which was used to start SpaceX.

LinkedIn — LinkedIn’s founder, Reid Hoffman, was a former executive vice president at

PayPal.

Big Tech Censorship Is Rampant

PayPal terminating nonpro"ts is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to Big Tech and its

censorship of the information you see daily on the internet. Efforts to shut down public

discussions and information are in full force, while Big Tech is also actively manipulating what

you can and can’t see online, to the extent that they can alter perceptions of reality.

Zachary Vorhies, a former senior software engineer at Google and Google’s YouTube, uncovered

more than 950 pages of con"dential Google documents showing a plan to re-rank the entire

internet based on Google’s corporate values, using machine learning to intervene for “fairness.”

He resigned in June 2019 and turned over the documents to the Department of Justice, then

released them to the public via Project Veritas to expose Google’s censorship activities.  Susan

Wojcicki, the CEO of YouTube, made pushing down “fake news” and increasing “authoritative

news” sound like a good thing, Attkisson reported,  but when Vorhies looked at Google’s design

documents, the fake news they were censoring wasn’t really fake.

“I was apolitical,” he said, “but I started to think, is this really fake news? Why are they de"ning it

as fake news in order to justify censorship?” Part of this involved Google’s efforts at social

reconstruction to correct “algorithmic unfairness,” which could be any algorithm that reinforces

existing stereotypes.

Could objective reality be algorithmically unfair? Google says yes. Vorhies used the example of

doing a Google search for CEOs, and the images returned included mostly men. Although it’s

reality, this could be considered algorithmically unfair and, according to Google, justi"es

intervention in order to "x it. He also uses the example of the auto"ll search recommendations

that pop up if you do a Google search.

Auto"ll is what happens when you start typing a search query into a search engine and

algorithms kick in to offer suggestions to complete your search. If you type “men can,” you may

get auto"ll recommendations such as “men can lactate” and “men can get pregnant,” or “women

can produce sperm” — things that represent an inversion of stereotypes and a reversal of gender

roles.

We've been led to believe that whatever the auto"ll recommendations are is what most people

are searching for — Google has stated that the suggestions given are generated by a collection of

user data — but that's not true, at least not anymore.

FLCCC Was Also Canceled by PayPal

In another example of Big Tech and PayPal’s overreach, they also shut down FLCCC’s donation

platform October 15, 2021, “in violation of PayPal’s Acceptable Use Policy.”  “Big tech must think

we’re having a big impact,” FLCCC tweeted. “We are.”  But again, it’s not only PayPal — this is an

orchestrated effort by Big Tech, in concert with government, media, intelligence agencies and

other forces. As FLCCC reported:

“These attacks join LinkedIn and Vimeo, which removed our accounts, and YouTube,

which began taking down our testimonial videos months ago. The powerful forces of Big

Tech, Big Pharma, government, health authorities, and mainstream media continue to

suppress us. There is nothing false in anything that we post.

This is an attack on our ability to fundraise, our free speech, and our efforts to share

effective, safe COVID-19 prevention and treatment protocols to help people around the

world stay out of the hospital — and to save precious lives impacted by this dangerous

virus.”

What can you do? Fight back against the heavy hand of censorship by beating them at their own

game. Instead of ignoring, fearing or abandoning the information that is being targeted with

censorship, do as Attkisson suggested — use censorship as a cue or guide that you should delve

more deeply into the topic at hand to reveal the underlying truth.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has "nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the "ght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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Don’t see a problem here, other than lack of competition in the payment sector. If PAYPAL is not your pal and doesn’t want your

business, then go elsewhere. Perhaps some enterprising free thinker can step in and create a rival company. Similarly with social media

- deprive them of your business and they will soon change their tune· The power that rests with Farcebook etc, is provided by its

account holders· If there are no account holders, it will have no power· Bottom line - many of us manage to live useful, ful"lling lives

without these online, self-appointed, pseudo-political organisations that censure truth· Devote your energies to helping others less

fortunate than yourself...Delete your “account” and move on.
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Exactly how it works people. How many here still use these very companies in there daily life? My guess is more than we know.

Only way to to deal with a bully is to hit em where it hurts most...In business its $$$
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there is an alternative called "ALIGNPAY", put out there by Dan Bongino and friends. There's your solution!!
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I blacklisted Paypal, in my router "rewall, because: 1. I had a no delivery for a signi"cant amount for a Paypal purchase, so had to

get a credit-card chargeback on them over a decade ago to get a refund, so I closed my Paypal account, no I wasn't so stupid as

to attach a bank account, I paid by credit card. 2. Credit card payments started failing in ebay, so I closed my ebay account

because this made it useless.

3. Credit card payments failed for other vendors, so I'm done with them! Anyone expecting payment/donation via Paypal is

obviously a clueless idiot, so I shun/ignore them. Google nowhere for me mostly, I closed my fake-name account, so I'm using a

Lineage-base OS on most of my Android devices now, with other and proxy store apps, and use uMatrix to allow only the bare

minimum of google server access in web browsers.  Linked-in is horrible, I tried to use it, but it's a pain in-the-backside, even for a

senior software developer like me, the privacy controls are BS, it's bad UX, I'll probably delete my dormant account soon.

I may design and create a fake details account to search for employers/jobs, with no real details on it, except for what I'm looking

for, to get around the annoying need for an account to do searches. YouTube can get lost with their consent BS page redirect, I

"lter that off. I often use TarTube to rip videos, so that I don't have to deal with their annoying web pages, and can capture stuff

before they get around to censor deleting it.
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While poking around looking for information from sources who have "nally, maybe been there from the start who realize Doc is not a

source of misinformation, Doc is a source of additional information. Information expanding the ojcial narrative to help create better

decision making. Anytime such a site or clip is found it will have the ojcial fact checkers warning label. I could live with this but in light

of this practice I have yet to see such a warning label on mainstream, ojcial sources, this is just jack boot behavior touted as

protecting the public· There is nothing guiding you to alternative information· Maybe it's because the Digital Dogs don't want to bother

because if alternative concerns get to many views, they will just scrub it out of existence anyway· Now once again, Doc is being proven

right· The suppression is moving even deeper into our private and social lives.
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Earlier, I mentioned the importance of raised beds to insure a harvest of some things. Cold settles. I am convinced that, getting plants

off the ground will help them come thru a frost and prolong your growing season in a northern climate. Of course, they also need a

sunny location sheltered from wind.

You may want to bend PVC pipe and create a fabric-covered tunnel over the raised beds.  Beds should be at least 2' tall. You do not

want to waste time and money "lling them with rich soil. You prob only need a foot of good topsoil.

Consider "rst "lling them with any organic matter. Compost, leaves, wood chips (esp. if rotted), etc.  Nothing is foolproof, but I seem to

have fewer rabbit problems with raised beds as they do not like to be up high where they can be sighted by birds of prey.

You can make raised beds cheaply if you do not need a picture-perfect garden. It is nice if you have cedar boards for beds. Sometimes,

you can salvage old fence boards and cut off rotten ends. Leftover metal siding works if you know of a contractor scrap pile.

We picked up some large cedar boxes that tractor treads come in--very nice as they are built to hold weight and have legs under them.

Dealers may give them away free if you ask.  Lay an old wooden bookcase on it's side. You can cut u downed or dead trees to build beds

log-cabin-style.

Drive posts into the ground to secure rubber treads from heavy equipment making round or rectangular shapes. If you have lots of wine

bottles and clay soil, arrange them in a circle with the tops pointing inward. "Mud" them in to form a glass wall around a round bed. Any

kind of brick, rock or boards you can salvage.

Kiddie pool gardens or other containers with drainage holes drilled. Lay weed barrier on bottom and sides of boxes. Etc. -continued-
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PayPal Terminates NonproHts Fighting Vaccine Mandates
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

December 21, 2021, after business hours, PayPal noti"ed the National Vaccine

Information Center that it would no longer process donations from their supporters

— effective immediately

*

Other organizations also dropped by PayPal include the Front Line COVID-19 Critical

Care Alliance (FLCCC) and Organic Consumer’s Association (OCA)

*

In October 2021, self-proclaimed “media watchdog” group Media Matters accused

PayPal and GoFundMe of “hosting crowdfunding campaigns for organizations that

spread harmful COVID-19 misinformation”

*

PayPal is actively researching transactions that fund hate groups, antigovernment organizations and extremists; it’s unclear, however, how

they de"ne these terms or the groups that fall under them

*

Instead of ignoring, fearing or abandoning information that is being targeted with censorship, use censorship as a cue or guide that you

should delve more deeply into the topic at hand to reveal the underlying truth

*
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-continued- Network with other gardeners to get seed and plant starts. Seed swaps. Organic food store bulk bins for bean seed,

dill seed, etc. Learn the names of heirloom varieties so you know which to choose.

Buy only organic. Sometimes seed may be grown organically, but not sprout. That means it was not truly organic and was treated

not to sprout. Some govt agencies give away free seed.

Depending on Mother Nature, you should be able to get free grape starts to pot up from grape growers sometime between now

and March. Grapes are a proli"c food source and they enter good production in only 3-5 years after planting, although you may

need to pot them up for a year "rst to get them rooted. Also, ask around for other starts such as rhubarb, cane berries, etc.. Also

ask if gardeners have bulbs needing to be divided, horseradish, comfrey, herbs, etc.

Learn grafting. Start with a small garden and whatever you can get that is hardy. I think I will buy some organic sweet potatoes

and start growing my sweet potato slips around Valentine's Day. I never get many, but try every year.

I think I overwater, so will water only once a week. The following advice is for northern gardeners.  I have had good success with

raising tomatoes from seed. I start them indoors and early.

I give each one its own gallon pot. 3 seeds to a pot and I save the strongest one, not all seeds will come up. I like 'Mortgage

Lifter'. I generally raise squash from seed.

I do have my favorite varieties (Jarahdale), but will only grow Butternut this year, because they are dependable and I will be short

of garden time, needing to work on many projects. Crimson Sweet watermelons for short northern seasons. Japanese Giant Red

Mustard to survive frosts--spring and fall. French Breakfast radishes.

Early heirloom cabbage varieties. Snowcrop beans. I stick with Bloomsdale Spinach and Romain. Plant one new "experimental"

crop every year.

Consider it part of your continuing education. Save your seed!
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Almond, this is what so many need, practical hands-on information, sources to push things ahead at a faster clip. There is a

learning curve and a need to connect with the individuals mini-micro-climate. Seeds. It is Heritage & Heirloom varieties that stay

true from one year to another.

Those plants to vein often stay true. Bush plants are usually hybrids and most often who knows what you may get a following

year. It is also best to plant same type plants of different characteristics Apart from one another as they can cross pollinate and

who knows what you will get. Put pickle cukes next to salad cukes, or peppers next to hot peppers & yikes...you can get neither

or little of both, not what you need.

As you are saying stop obsessing over a picture-perfect garden to match magazine covers and seed catalogs. Above all, look for

happy accidents that can expand your husbandry knowledge. Where are you getting Crimson Sweet Watermelon, some years the

growing season can be as short as sixty days. There have been some years, (usually high volcanic activity,) where there is not a

single month without frost.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mask- Vaccinated as a baby, Vaccinated since 1970, Got my shot 52 years ago. I think I like vaccinated as a baby the best.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 7:18:11 AM
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plastictekkie
Joined On 12/28/2008 5:01:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, thank you for more inspiration. I get a peck of tomatoes from each plant most years. If you want details of planing and

growing, I'll be happy to share.
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brandt_u
Joined On 11/19/2010 4:11:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am going to cancel my PayPal account straight away.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 2:42:22 AM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Information is not harmful - unless you are in the business of deceit.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 5:11:02 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perfect. So, telling. Fauci & friends are afraid of honest discussion.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 6:02:56 AM
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PayPal did the same thing to Del Bigtree’s The Highwire news show and the Informed Consent Action Network, icandecide.org, as Del

announced in episode 249 of The Highwire.
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TRKendall
Joined On 2/19/2013 9:50:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paypal did the same to Rebel News a few months ago.
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broono
Joined On 12/16/2020 3:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Needless to say, PayPal cofounder David Sacks harshly criticized PayPal' turn to censorship. Who they are to be an arbiters of truth?

They are a damn payment processor and should stick with it.   bariweiss.substack.com/.../get-ready-for-the-no-buy-list   PayPal also

seizes people's assets illegally enriching themselves -- this is as plain as highway

robbery...reclaimthenet.org/paypal-sued-for-blocking-accounts-and-keeping-the-fu..  
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He has joined the ranks of so many digital pioneers who is sickened by how it has been in"ltrated by the suits.
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ElMinetero
Joined On 10/8/2010 7:29:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whack-a-mole. Smack down one, two more come up.  It's.The.Internet...You can't stop the aow of information.
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Villainesse
Joined On 8/23/2017 8:11:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But Assange has been trapped by US-colluding nations for 10 years. Paypal's complicit part (suggested, not ordered by Biden? or

McCain?) was critical in destroying WikiLeaks' "nancial well-being as our CIA was setting the "rape" smear & Kafkaesque trap! All

we citizen/resident tax-payers of the US/UK/Sweden/Ecuador have payed for this criminal torture & prosecution, and his death

and the death of all Free Press will be on our bloody hands. That won't come back so easily, ever.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I need to thank Pay Pal, as now I have a nice list of companies I will support and search what they are saying.
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bparsont
Joined On 11/22/2009 6:31:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone needs to go to "ALIGNPAY" , Put out by Dan Bongino and friends. We will not be stopped.
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ray65871
Joined On 6/20/2014 1:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AlignPay.....Did you give them your tax Id to opt in? I'm not doing this....
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smiller352
Joined On 4/2/2012 11:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Closed my PayPal account just now...Thank you for the heads up. I had no idea, but not surprised.
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KellyRiemerCusick
Joined On 8/18/2021 3:19:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

almond and juststeve, growing your own food is a great idea. Straw Bale Gardening is a great alternative to raised-beds; less expensive

and has a bunch of extra advantages, including the fact that you don't have to waste your time weeding. My friend pioneered the

method, and we have a library of free videos to explain how it works on our website, which is StrawBaleGardenClub.com.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are so many ways to participate in our Great Awakening. There are forest gardens, Eden & other no till, but it will all come

down too many needs to be ful"lled and one size doesn't "t all. Your post with simpler gardening methods and others sharing

how to cut bait & restart our own parallel structures is needed by so many. There is a learning curve, it's best to start small and

add on each year.

With the size and scope of what is needed calls for strategies beyond 40 acres & a mule. There is also a need for larger groups

working together in whatever ways work for them. Doc has so many articles & links in his archive's, so as hopefully access gets

easier people can tap into them again. The comments from the readers can help with making the move.

Think what the most necessary needs are, things needed & used daily & throughout the year. Just popping onto a chunk of land

and winging it could lead to giving up before one starts. Even bigger projects if too much too soon is taken on can shoot one

down. Take heart, it can be done because it once was done.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is great news for ppl with the desire to jump into the money game!! So many groups and individuals seeking censorship free

money!!
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I deleted my PayPal account because of this. I heard about their plans a couple months ago & cancelled then. I wish everyone would.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prob best to just send them a check and avoid paypal altogether.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This makes no sense. Either they are being paid off, bribed, or have a pact with the 'elite to enslave the world and is one reason I won't

join Paid Pal. The other is they wanted my autographed picture. I'm a nobody so why do they want that?;)
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lis2575
Joined On 4/25/2014 9:45:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just moved all my $ in Pay Pal back to my bank. Will remove from use as much as possible. Told them via tweet.
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\ockofdoves
Joined On 5/4/2021 12:24:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just be careful because once you have connected them to your bank account, they still have access to pull money from your

bank....
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alxslz62
Joined On 1/18/2022 7:23:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks! Just closed my PayPal account.
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Aguila4
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:56:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PayPal dropped Wikileaks from its approved list a long time ago.
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Timing is telling. An interview with Assange in Forbes was published Nov. 29, 2010. In it Julian said WikiLeaks had a trove of

business documents that it was set to release in early 2011.

The documents, he stated would likely bring down one or two big banks. Dec. I Amazon kicked WikiLeaks off its server platform.

Dec 2 PayPal discontinued service as did Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Western Union on Dec.

3. The previous Aug. WikiLeaks had released info from Kaupthieg Bank in Iceland. The bank was taken over and execs were

convicted and jailed.

www.wired.com/.../paypal-wikileaks  This may not be a conspiracy but as Gore Vidal said they do not have to conspire. They

think alike as we have witnessed with the worldwide response to Covid. The links go even deeper. In a public appearance while

out on bail in London he was asked why the documents that were supposed to be public in early 2011 were yet not available in

July.

Julian's response was that he was not at liberty to discuss it and that we would have to imagine why. I imagine the banksters'

mercenaries in the deep states threatened him & his family. WikiLeaks countered with if anything happens the documents will be

released. Putting Assange in Ecuadorian Embassy kept him secure so no loose cannon could get him and he was under constant

surveillance.

He was kept there long enough for the statute of limitations on "nancial crimes to expire. The HOUR he was illegally kicked out

to be arrested the IMF released $4.5 billion loan to Ecuador. Timing is telling. The worst nightmare of the billionaire class is that

the 99% will awaken and take back power.

They do not want their thinking, actions and crimes known. The inaation we are suffering is their work and it is not the "rst time.

www.democracynow.org/.../the_food_bubble_how_wall_street  It is manipulated and the real puppet masters are not Gates,

Bezos, Zuckerburg et al, but old family banksters including European royals.
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kurlikew
Joined On 5/14/2008 8:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I terminated pay pal quite some time ago now, the minute I found out they were cancelling accounts of those who didn't buy into the

libtard agenda! How dare they?! Disgusting! I hope a LOT more people and businesses stop using their services!!!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven’t ever used PayPal and I really don’t know what it is, but what they’re doing is wrong

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 7:50:43 AM

How to Help Prevent a
Cytokine Storm
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The proof is here on video: Peter Daszak in 2016 bragging about how they are developing covid-19 This is a very short 1 minute 30

seconds video on twitter, After half a minute Peter Daszak starts talking twitter.com/.../1481510046446014465  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 4:22:49 AM
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What will become of Pay Pal when the pigeons come home to roost and the shotguns, pitchforks, and nooses come out?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 6:42:14 AM
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Villainesse
Joined On 8/23/2017 8:11:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First, they came for CIA-smeared Assange, and nobody stopped them from blocking our freely given "nancial support. (Look what has

been done to him over the last 10 sunless miserable years, 3 incommunicado in UK's Guantanamo-style Belmarsh hoping/making his

death!) Now they come for long-standing social/medical rights organizations. Who will stop them??? Next they will come for me and

you.

No one will be left to even protest! We are all Germans, now.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 5:39:45 AM
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_Tn1s_
Joined On 6/18/2021 3:11:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Abandon Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. Those platforms suck. Message boards (i.e. online discussion forums) have always been

and continue to be the platforms for meaningful discussion· I run a small (unrelated) forum and use Invision Community

(https://invisioncommunity.com/  ) The other large platform is vbulletin (I'm not in any way ajliated with Invision Community other than

that I'm a long-time satis"ed customer.)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 7:27:21 PM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So not only do we need to take down youtube by putting up Bitchute and others - but now we need a non freakin' censored way to

donate money? What the? Paypal - brought to you by the Nazi party ... welcome to communist America

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 5:56:13 PM
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey folk - there's a simple solution to this - "rstly spread this information as widely as possible and attempt to get as many people to

ditch or at least simply not use their paypal accounts - secondly, all these organisations that are being targeted need to offer crypto

currency payments to bypass the legacy banking system - hit them where it hurts folks!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 4:12:03 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walls around the White House, but not at the border...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 2:58:00 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just imagine the ruckus if it would have been a black BLM or antifa member instead of a white teacher.

libertyonenews.com/trump-banned-from-banking  It is already happening. Persecution of the noncompliant, nonconforming and

nonsubmissive will continue to get more intense. Expect it and be prepared.

-More on my personal pushback campaign of wearing my face shield as a message board for advertising against Fauci&Company's

plans for us... it is working out swimmingly well. Wearing the shield with a message written on it is turning out to be much more

effective than simply not wearing a mask. With a face shield, instead of a mask, you can still breathe and smile at people. I smile even

more now.

; - ) Besides, it is a lot of fun. It makes many people think and brings a bit of cheer and humor to their stressed lives. No negative

comments so far. So many people smile, comment and strike up a conversation with me to say they agree about opposing the

mandates and coerced jabs.

Give it a try! Those who think they are in charge de"nitely do not have the support of the people. There will always be c5reative ways to

gut the intent of rules.  I want to make it clear that I do not endorse either political party. Buddy brown makes some good points.

www.youtube.com/watch  I hope this brightens your day. We are not alone... we are numerous--and growing.
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like to dress up as Darth Vader on my top half and Frankenfurter on the bottom half - it's guaranteed to raise an eyebrow, with a t

shirt saying Fauci and Gates - lock em up!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 4:14:06 PM
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop using paypal

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 11:51:12 AM
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never bothered to "nd out what PayPal is. But now I am wondering will my bank credit card be next, or what about my checking

account? And if we allow a cashless society we are indeed doomed. Almond, can I come live with you...My balcony isn't big enough to

grow all those wonderful edible food items.
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\ockofdoves
Joined On 5/4/2021 12:24:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the Great Reset is a depopulation agenda and those who survive it will be tracked through a chip in the vaccines and then

controlled. They are using the Great Reset to implement a digital banking system since the "at currencies have failed with too

much debt, etc. The vaccine passports are a digital ID that will get you access to all places by 2030. So, yes, those of us who are

unvaxxed are doomed unless there is mass social non-compliance right NOW.....once it goes digital, there is no going

back...Personally, I am going to buy a small farm in the US that can be totally off grid with its own well / water, solar, and tillable

land....They will be releasing more bioweapons to kill the vaccinated who have destroyed their immune systems, so you have to

assume there will be another MAJOR lockdown in the next year.....they could release small pox....If you can't buy land and grow

your own food, you need to become a "prepper" and keep 6-12 months of food/water on hand...At least you see the writing on the

wall.....So many people are blind to what is really happening.

Also, here's a great video about the "nancial implications of the Great Reset and how to protect your wealth:

www.bitchute.com/video/D424tllITkas/?fbclid=IwAR3JNGu6UlX47ztxRBAZaRgJ..  
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@aockofdoves Before buying any farmland, best check if it was organic and get the soil independently tested for decent mineral

content and fertiliser/pesticide contamination, otherwise you'll need to plough in a lot of peat and/or manure to repair it, and

maybe still be made ill by it. A vegetable farm is a seriously aawed idea for off-grid, you will pay for it nutritionally and physically,

because humans are Apex Carnivores despite what authorities told us. Vegetable farming is probably a lot more work, may

needs a lot more farmland/water, and may fail if you run out of vehicle fuel and don't have horses as a backup power for

transport/ploughing. Far better to raise Ruminant animals, learn how to raise them, kill them cleanly, and learn how to butcher

and preserve their meat, organs, and fat.

Sheep could work if you can't handle larger Ruminants. You will need enough grassland to allow grazing rotation to prevent

overgrazing and have spare for hay harvesting for winter, a barn for hay/silage and maybe animal shelter in winter. A set of farm

dogs, which can be bred, would probably be a good idea to chase away predators and to round up sheep/cattle.A family running a

farm is a good idea, because then tasks can be shared, possibly with some specialisation of skills, I doubt that a single person is

a practical, and a group may lack unity. It is possible to live completely off, and thrive on, animal food for life, with no vegetables,

but you have to eat head to tail, or at least eat enough fat, organs, and connective tissue with meat.

Don't forget to stock up on a lot of rock salt etc., you'll probably need more for food preservation, because it may not be practical

to can, bottle, and/or freeze everything. Lastly I've found that Meat and organs take up a lot less space in a freezer, than

vegetables, because the nutrient density is far higher, this will extend to other preservation methods too!
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jlarandeau
Joined On 10/24/2006 8:49:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is just a matter of time the Mercola site will not be allowed PayPal. Next step is banks will stop Mercola transactions. What then. Get

ready; Have a plan.
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Doc - you need to start offering a crypto alternative to payments, then you'll be just "ne!!!
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminds me of a YouTube video that is apt for this article.  https://youtu.be/KkOqvQeOecM  
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marypatHtz
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:54:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What options do we have if we leave PayPal? I have a small business and use PayPal for processing cards and linking to my products

and services.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will switch over to another company. Any alternatives for Pay Pal?
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jelliebean27
Joined On 1/18/2022 7:57:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look into Gab pay. This was started by Andrew Torba who owns and runs Gab.com. I feel it’s the only true feee so each platform

It’s been around for 5 years and does not run his site in AWS!
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Post ojce and supermarket money orders have always worked for me. And usually, a website vendor will provide for direct

online payment without paypal, just using one's credit, (I never use an online debit) card.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AlignPay ~~ Dan Bongino started it !
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wor9463
Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, please consider publishing some articles on freedom-loving alternatives to the common companies that are censoring.

 Like Red Balloon! Saw some interviews with the founder and CEO, Andrew Crapuchettes, and he seems like a very interesting guy.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there another company that is similar to PayPal out there, if there is most people are not aware of it, and how can we be sure it is not

being handled by people with the same interests as those in PayPal. MMC88121
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

start looking into cryptocurrency - the whole point of bitcoin and decentralised "nance is that it is controlled by no-one and in no

one jurisdiction - people are now sending wealth around the world in seconds, for next to no cost and without the usual massive

fees that the trad system charges and without all the intrusive questions and long delays - that's why crypto is taking off so well
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larry_e
Joined On 9/3/2012 1:49:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Study Scientology! (I'm not even kidding.)
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why?
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larry_e
Joined On 9/3/2012 1:49:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Instead of ignoring, fearing or abandoning the information that is being targeted with censorship, do as Attkisson suggested —

use censorship as a cue or guide that you should delve more deeply into the topic at hand to reveal the underlying truth." Has not

this been one of the most censored and maligned subjects that we can think of?
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